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THE CYBERSECURITY IMPERATIVE

Executive Summary

In 2018, WSJ Pro Cybersecurity partnered with ESI
ThoughtLab, a thought leadership and economic
research firm, to gather data on how more than

Key Findings:
•

Cybersecurity budgets for the current fiscal year

1,300 enterprises were responding to the challenge of

increased by 17% on average from the previous

managing cyber risk. The study launched in late 2018

financial year. Respondents expect budgets to

with the ground-breaking report ‘The Cybersecurity

grow again in their next financial year by an

Imperative’ and continues with this pulse update report

average of 23%.

based on the findings of a new sample of companies.

•

Companies are spending an average of $4.7
million annually in response to cyber incidents -

As with the first survey, the companies have annual

an average of 0.055% of respondent companies’

revenues over $250 million (with the largest having

average revenue. Annual losses for companies

over $50 billion in annual revenues) and fit into eight

in the survey totaled over $2.1 billion, though

industry sectors. The purpose of the research is to build

there is no defined (and agreed) methodology for

a benchmarking index whereby companies can compare

calculating losses, which leads to a wide margin

their spending, perception of risk, the cost of incidents

of error.

they have dealt with, and more, with companies of
similar size operating in the same industry.

•

businesses the most. This survey revealed a jump
in businesses stating they had been impacted by

No amount of investment can guarantee security. The

state sponsored intrusions - up from 3% in 2018 to

threat and risk profiles of two outwardly very similar
businesses can vary immensely and require different
strategies for managing and mitigating risks. There is

Criminals and malicious insiders are impacting

38% in 2019.
•

The data shows a significant reduction in impact
from untrained staff, though the reasons behind

never a point where a business can declare itself ‘secure’

this remain unclear. Companies highlighted

- security is a journey rather than a destination. There

Internet of Things devices as a key vulnerability.

is always more that can be done.
•

Respondents expect risks to decrease slightly in the
next year in stark contrast to the 2018 forecast that
risks would get significantly worse.
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Through analyzing the results of the 2019 survey, we found that our calls to action from 2018 remain valid. Executives
and board-level decision-makers should seek to understand whether their security leads are addressing each of the
areas we identified as critical to maintaining and improving corporate cybersecurity.

Calls to Action:
•

•

•

Focus On The Basics

•

Exercise Towards Resiliency

Effective implementation of basic security ‘hygiene’

Pre-empting cybersecurity incidents and preparing

measures makes the compromise of networks and

for the most likely scenarios at both a working-level

data far less likely by closing the gaps most often

and senior executive-level can mitigate impact and

exploited by attackers.

build organizational resilience.

Develop Awareness

•

Engage Executives

Trained staff who recognize phishing emails, follow

Executives and board members deal with a wide

security processes and understand the importance

range of business risks and cyber is no different.

of reporting possible incidents quickly lead to

Regular access to internal or external expert

organizations avoiding or minimizing the impact

advisors is critical for maintaining clarity on

from attacks.

cybersecurity threats and risks.

Security at the Core

•

Invest Impactfully

Digital transformation means businesses require

Security investments require careful prioritization of

security at the heart of their services and products

organizational risk and merely purchasing technical

to avoid downstream operational disruption and

solution is not sufficient on its own. A balanced

reputational damage.

strategy of improvements in people, process and
technology is required.

Executive Summary
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Introduction

There is no shortage of surveys and analyses conducted

On this occasion, we surveyed a further 450 companies

with the intention of better understanding how

with annual revenues over $250 million representing

cybersecurity issues impact businesses and how

eight industry sectors. We collected data using a subset

companies are responding. On a near daily basis,

of key questions from the original survey to update the

surveys are released, often with media attention-

2018 results and allow us to identify emerging trends.

grabbing statistics, which ultimately do little to further

Our aim is to continue building the dataset to better

our understanding of the challenges organizations face

analyze how cyberrisk is evolving and how decision-

in addressing cyber risk.

makers are addressing the challenges they face. Further
information relating to our methodology and the profile

Readers are right to be skeptical when consuming

of respondents can be found in the Research Background

data from surveys: many are based on statistically

on page 22.

insignificant sample sizes or incomplete data, are
collected from a homogenous group and extrapolated to

The purpose of the research is to build a benchmarking

represent society as a whole, are conducted by vendors

index whereby companies can compare their spending,

seeking answers that validate the need for a product they

perception of risk, the cost of incidents they have dealt

sell, or are simply poorly executed. This research has

with and more with companies of similar size operating

gone to great lengths to avoid those weaknesses.

in the same industry. There is no right answer to the
question “how much is enough?”; there is always more

To create this report, WSJ Pro Cybersecurity partnered

that can be done, but no amount of investment can

with ESI ThoughtLab, a thought leadership and

guarantee security. A cost-benefit analysis will highlight

economic research firm providing evidence-based

diminishing returns on security investments beyond a

analysis to help business and government leaders cope

certain point. There is no such thing as security, only

with transformative change and has a proven track

degrees of insecurity.

record in gathering and delivering high-quality research.
We are grateful to ESI ThoughtLab’s Research Partners,

This report analyzes the results of the 2019 ‘Pulse’ survey

highlighted on page XX of this report, for their support

and contrasts them with the results of the original 2018

and expertise. WSJ Pro Cybersecurity wrote the report

research. We then revisit the previous report’s calls to

independently based on the data gathered and analyzed

action and review their applicability in light of the new

by ESI ThoughtLab.

findings.

This study is a follow-up to the 2018 ‘Cybersecurity
Imperative’ report that analyzed the findings of more
than 1,300 responses from companies around the world.
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Threat Actors and Impact

We asked respondents about the external threats having the largest impact
on their business. Respondents were asked to choose each that applied.
Figure 1: Percentage of respondents impacted by threat actor types.
2018

2019
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40%

41%
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43%
38%
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29%
20%
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Gov sponsored
hackers
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hackers
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The results for criminals, hacktivists and social engineers

had been attacked by state sponsored groups; this level

are largely in line with the 2018 findings, though there are

of targeting, even among industrial sectors of particular

clear differences elsewhere, most notably in the results

interest to state-backed groups, would represent a very

related to state-sponsored hacking.

significant and unprecedented increase in activity and
there is no evidence to support this. The increase may

In 2018, only 3% of respondents reported having been

reflect a rising awareness of state-sponsored hackers

impacted by state sponsored attacks. This contrasts

as a key threat that impacts the company’s defensive

with the 2019 response that 38% of businesses in our

posture, rather than impacting the company directly

survey have been impacted. It seems unlikely, though

through attacks.

not impossible, that over a third of companies surveyed
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Figure 2: Impact on discrete industrial sectors by state-sponsored and criminal hackers.
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The impact from unsophisticated hackers has dropped

at identifying the activity. We know from the previous

considerably since our 2018 study from 59% to 18%.

study that companies were investing in technologies to

Large enterprises should have controls in place to

help identify attacks so that is certainly one possible

ensure unsophisticated hackers are unable to cause

explanation.

any real damage - low level attacks should be detected
and countered in a business-as-usual fashion. There

There is conjecture around whether malicious insiders

is a natural ebb and flow of attacks depending on the

belong in this category at all. Most malicious insider

availability of known vulnerabilities and tools to exploit

attacks leverage legitimate access to sensitive data

them, which may also be a factor here.

rather than tools and techniques to bypass network
security controls. Experts suggest better personnel

The near-100% increase in impact from malicious

management and more prudent application of need-

insiders (29% to 57%) is noteworthy. There is no evidence

to-know principles that restrict access to data would do

to suggest that insider attacks are increasing - what

more to reduce the number of insider incidents than any

might be changing is that companies are getting better

technical security measures can.

Threat Actors and Impact
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Managing Internal and People Risks

Every business carries risk from the people and third

or download malware onto their machines; and third

parties who have legitimate access to critical data and

parties may have lower levels of security on their systems,

systems. These are not the malicious insiders who seek

allowing attackers easier access to a target company.

to do harm, but rather individuals and groups that threat
actors target because of their inherent vulnerabilities:

We asked which ‘people risks’ were causing a security

contractors may use non-corporate laptops or may not

impact on respondents’ systems. In 2018 there was near-

follow the usual security protocols; privileged staff have

universal agreement that untrained staff presented a

administrator access to systems that attackers require to

significant cybersecurity challenge: 87% of respondents

carry out their objectives on a target system; untrained

agreed. The same was not true in 2019.

general staff are more likely to fall for phishing scams

Figure 3: Percentage of respondents impacted by key people risks.

Contractors

Privileged Insiders

Third Parties

Untrained General Staff

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%
2018

2019
Internal People Risk Factors
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While the data shows slight increases in the business

and hospitality companies (25%), but otherwise within a

impact of contractors, privileged insiders, and third

few percentage points of average.

parties (with each risk impacting around 40% of
businesses), figure 3 clearly highlights one major shift

The sudden decrease is hard to fathom. We would expect

over last year - the significant drop in impact from

that a very large percentage of businesses would see

untrained general staff to 34%. When broken out among

some impact from untrained general staff. Indeed, it is

different verticals (see figure 4 below) the level remains

the business impact from untrained staff that has driven

relatively constant - slightly higher for technology and

the need for ongoing user awareness and training, as well

life sciences/healthcare companies (38% and 39%

as the drive towards a more security-focused culture.

respectively) and slightly lower for travel, transportation

Figure 4: Impact from Untrained General Staff by Industry
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Managing Internal and People Risks
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What could be behind this drop? Training may be part

For future surveys we will need to consider carefully

of the answer. As more companies work to train their

how to ask the question, perhaps also enquiring on the

staff and raise awareness of cybersecurity as a business-

impact from trained staff. Collecting data on this will

risk issue, the number of staff who are ‘untrained’ is

help us better establish the return on investment from

vastly reduced, thereby leaving fewer opportunities for

training and awareness programs. To be clear though,

untrained staff to be a factor in a security incident.

we believe having ongoing awareness programs and

Companies with ongoing training programs for all

thorough training - tailored where necessary for higher

employees should not even have employees they term

risk individuals - is critical to maintaining an effective

‘untrained’.

security program.

It is also possible that changes in the threat landscape
and a reduced focus on sending malware to general staff
members has contributed to the fall, but we are unable
to verify this.

Managing Internal and People Risks
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Attack Types Impacting Companies Now and in the Future

In 2018, we asked which attack types were having

now, followed by which attack types they expected to be

the greatest impact on respondents’ businesses now,

impacted by in one years’ time. While the start point

followed by asking which attack types they expected

(‘now’ in 2018 and 2019) and the end point (2020) do

to be impacted by in two years’ time. The results are

not change between the questions, the length of time

plotted on the graph below as solid lines. This year,

between the two points does. We found this led to a

we asked the same question: which attack types were

noticeable difference in response.

having the greatest impact on respondents’ businesses

Figure 5: Impact of Attack Types Now (2018 & 2019) and in the Future (2020)
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The graph on the preceding page tells two very different

•

Media coverage and/or industry/vendor discussion

stories. In 2018, respondents reported being impacted by

of themes. Humans are often most concerned with

all of the [multiple-choice] risks we presented to them.

what is in front of them at any particular time and

Three attack types stood out as impacting respondents

malware, social engineering and mobile application

more than others: malware attacks; social engineering

security could have been discussed in open source

attacks; and attacks through mobile applications. With

at the time of the original survey, amplifying the

the exception of malware (81% decreasing to 69%),

importance respondents attached to them.

respondents expected every other risk would increase,
in some cases significantly:

‘Attacks on partners,

•

Familiarity with risk leads to greater comfort.

customers, vendors through your organization’ for

The longer some risks are known and managed

example were expected to increase by 278% over the two-

without incident, the less likely respondents are to

year period.

be concerned with them. While malware and social
engineering are far from new, mobile applications

In 2019, the story was quite different. Though respondents

could have been an area where some respondents

reported being impacted by all of the risks to a roughly

have increased their comfort level between the two

similar degree, with between 30-45% of organizations

surveys, especially if no damaging attacks were

being impacted by each risk, the projections of risk were

detected in the intervening time.

quite different from one year earlier. Asked how each
risk would impact their business in 12 months’ time,

•

Making accurate predictions is not something

the results (with one exception: attacks through cloud

humans are typically skilled at doing. When

platforms, which rose from 34% to 38%) all went down.

the timeframe is greater, i.e. two years, there is a

This suggests a slightly more positive outlook.

greater chance of conditions changing (usually for
the worse), due to the greater number of variables at

Making sense of these data is not straightforward;

play. Faced with uncertainty, security professionals

differences in the sample profiles alone do not account

- rightly - should hope for the best, but prepare for

for the differences in the output. There may however be a

the worst. The threat landscape typically changes

number of factors at play, though we have not been able

very little year-to-year and it is unlikely that new

to pinpoint which, if any, of these factors influenced the

technologies will disrupt the status quo in that

results and to what extent.

period.

Attack Types Impacting Companies Now and in the Future
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There is less room for doubt when it comes to the impact

engineering all decreased by more than 50% (88%,

from attacks now. Between 2018 and 2019 the data

68%, and 52% respectively), while the impact of attacks

shows that the impact from five attack types fell, while

directed at third parties [through the respondent’s

five attack types increased.

organization] and attacks through third parties
[targeting the respondent’s organization] both increased

The impact from malware, attacks through mobile
applications

and

attacks

resulting

from

(by 42% and 43% respectively).

social

Figure 6: Changes in Impact from Attack Types Between 2018 and 2019
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Attacks through mobile apps
Phishing/spoofing/social
engineering

Attack / Threat Type

Attacks through embedded
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Lost/stolen devices
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customers, vendors through
Attacks on your organization
through partners, customers,
-100

-50

0
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Percentage Change

The variances in the attacks impacting businesses at

actor group or the emergence of a single vulnerability

any particular moment are stark and are near impossible

in widely-used software could significantly skew the

to predict with any certainty. The actions of a threat

results at any moment.

Attack Types Impacting Companies Now and in the Future
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Where are Organizations Vulnerable?

In the 2018 Cybersecurity Imperative report, we

In the 2019 updated survey, we again asked organizations

established a close link between organizations with

for the five areas they assessed themselves to be most

advanced levels of cybersecurity and those that had

vulnerable. Again, the results varied from those logged

gone through a digital transformation; businesses that

in 2018.

relied more on digital services and online availability
were more likely to have significantly improved their
cyber defenses.

Figure 7: Areas of Vulnerability for Organizations, 2018 and 2019
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Five risks affected around one-third of all respondents:

devices as a key vulnerability. This is hardly surprising:

shadow IT (down 4% from 2018 level); enterprise mobile

the rapid proliferation of devices being installed on

connectivity (up 5%); email servers (up 19%); cloud

corporate networks, often without the knowledge of the

infrastructure (up 20%); and employee-owned devices

security team and often poorly secured, has increased

with network access (up 22%).

the risk of a successful network penetration via this
vector.

The

category

‘printers

and

other

embedded

infrastructure’ saw the greatest increase - a rise of

Concern about IoT devices was highest among industrial

325% from 4% to 17% (acknowledging the large growth

and heavy manufacturing firms (39%) where IoT devices

percentage due to a low starting point). While we cannot

are a critical element of automation and Industry 4.0

say for certain what is behind this increase, there have

transformations, and perhaps more surprisingly, media,

been a number of news stories in the last six months

entertainment, information and education firms (47%).

related to printer insecurity that may have raised
awareness about the issue among respondents.
The area where most organizations in our survey
assessed themselves as most vulnerable was via Internet
of Things devices. While we did not collect data for this
category in 2018, this year 34% of respondents saw IoT

Where are Organizations Vulnerable?
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Internal Investment in Cybersecurity

We asked how much respondents’ cybersecurity budgets

financial year with firms expecting budgets to rise again,

had increased over the previous financial year and how

this time by an average of 23%. One third of respondents

much they expected them to rise in the coming year.

expect increases above 25% in the next financial year
and almost one in ten expects an increase of over 50%.

The data shows budgets increased significantly this
year over the previous financial year, up by an average
of 17%, and that trend is set to continue into the next

Figure 8: Budgetary Changes: Previous vs Current Fiscal Year, Current vs Next Fiscal Year
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There are a number of drivers for this upward trend.

While the budget increases are large, we do not know

First, companies are having to spend money on

what the starting point for each organization is, nor

people, processes and technology to manage an

do we know the threats, risks or unique challenges

increasing number of risks that come from expanding

their business is facing. It may however be reasonable

networks, greater technical complexity, and an

to assume that heavy industry and manufacturing

increased reliance on software and online availability.

have not previously invested in cybersecurity in the

Second, the cost of compliance with sector-specific

same way as financial services firms have. Continued

and geographic regulations such as the European

large increases year-on-year could suggest companies

Union’s General Data Protection Regulation - and the

are seeing a return on investment from cybersecurity

penalty for failure to do so - is rising for cybersecurity

improvements.

and the closely related topic of privacy. Third, the
cost of incidents arising from security failures can

In 2018, we established that cybersecurity beginners

have a catastrophic impact on any business.

(in terms of maturity) often spend two to three times
as much as their more mature peers, due in part to the

One outlier of significant budget increases is

fact that maintaining a mature cybersecurity program

industrial and manufacturing firms; 9% report budget

is less expensive than establishing one.

increases of between 66-70% this year (compared to
the previous financial year) and 11% expect budgets

In terms of how organizations are spending their

to grow by 71-75% next year. The average budget

budget, the data shows investment in people and

increase compared to the last fiscal year was 20% and

process roughly equal across industries at 31% of

the average expected growth for the next financial

spend each last year, with a larger proportion - an

year is 40%, coincidentally putting the increases for

average of 38% - spent on technology. This data is in

both periods on a par with financial services.

line with the data collected for the 2018 study.

Internal Investment in Cybersecurity
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The Cost of Cybersecurity Failures

We asked respondents about the costs they attached

In all, one-quarter of respondents stated they had

to cyber loss events, meaning total losses accumulated

accumulated more than $5 million in losses over the

across one or more incidents, over the previous financial

reporting period, while 45% claimed they had suffered

year. The data shows a significant spread of losses: 4%

less than $1 million in losses.

of companies claim they had zero losses through the 12
month period while 4% responded to say losses in their
organization totaled over $30 million.

Figure 9: Losses in Previous Financial Year Due to Cybersecurity Incidents
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From the responses provided - with 96% of all

The average loss suffered by individual companies was

respondents having given an answer - we calculate total

$4.7 million, which represents an average of 0.055% of

losses across our sample to be at least $2.1 billion.

respondent companies’ average revenue..

Figure 10: Average Losses by Industry and as a Percentage of Revenue
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The average losses varied by industry, as did the losses

include: direct and indirect financial costs; regulatory

by percentage of revenue. Financial services companies

penalties; business impact from the theft of intellectual

suffered the greatest annual losses - an average of

property; lost opportunity costs; productivity losses;

$7.1 million for each of the companies in the survey in

reputational damage; technical response/recovery and

contrast to average losses of under $3 million annually for

investigation costs; and the cost of customer breach

companies in the travel, hospitality and transportation

notifications.

industry, and average losses of just over $3 million
annually for each of the companies in industrial and

Measuring breach costs is an inconsistent art rather

heavy manufacturing and consumer/retail companies.

than a science: some of the costs - reputational damage
in particular - are subjective; costs associated with

The average cost as a percentage of revenue also

less significant incidents are unlikely to be carefully

fluctuated between industries: life sciences and

measured; regulated businesses are more likely to

healthcare companies in our study were losing

an

capture cost data than those without an obligation to

average of 0.071% of revenue while travel, transportation

disclose; some businesses prefer not to measure costs to

and hospitality companies were losing less than half of

deliberately avoid having to share the information with

that at an average of 0.035% of revenue.

customers or investors; and some financial impacts especially associated with lost IP - may not materially

The picture is not quite as clear as that though. We believe

affect the business for years after the incident (or not at

there are significant differences in the way companies

all).

calculate the accumulated losses and without a defined
methodology for calculating the financial impact of an

Our future research in this area will seek ways to address

event it is likely that two organizations would calculate

these variables to more accurately quantify the costs

the cost of an incident quite differently. Variables

associated with incidents.

The Cost of Cybersecurity Failures
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Calls to Action

Based on the results of our first survey, we highlighted

2. Ongoing Awareness

six critical areas for companies, regardless of size, to

Training staff to recognize attempts to attack them,

focus on when seeking to manage their cybersecurity

and how they should respond, can lead to a significant

risk. We believe each of these areas continues to be

reduction in the number of incidents to be dealt with

of the utmost importance and nothing in the results

and reduced impact of successful attempts. Phishing

from this survey suggested any divergence from these

emails continue to be the most common attack

recommendations.

vector; continuous vigilance from trained employees
results in a force multiplier effect for the security

The simplicity of the calls to action belies the effort

team. Cybersecurity awareness programs must be

required to address them; each of these cybersecurity

an ongoing effort with tailored briefings for those

challenges requires careful thought and there is no

employees more likely to be attacked or with access

one-size-fits-all approach. Each requires a team of

to business critical data.

stakeholders and ongoing engagement to continuously
monitor progress and adapt the strategy to align with

3. Security At The Core

shifting business and risk priorities. The principles

Digital transformation is fundamentally changing

we highlight below are not in order of importance.

the way organizations engage their customers and
run their businesses. Applications are created

1. Focus On The Basics First

and updated more frequently than ever before and

Cybersecurity ‘hygiene measures’, a term that

therefore security cannot be an afterthought. Good

encompasses a range of information technology

cybersecurity helps avoid business disruption,

security controls, do not guarantee that an

ensures the continued trust of those individuals

organization will not be breached - nothing can -

and companies that shared their data, and reduces

but effective implementation of hygiene measures

the likelihood of costly remediation actions post-

makes the compromise of networks and data far

incident. Security must be included from the get-go

less likely. By raising the security bar, a large

if it is to become a frictionless part of the process.

percentage of low-sophistication / high-frequency
untargeted attacks will not affect the organization,
thereby reducing the number of incidents an
organization must deal with and allowing for more
efficient use of limited human expertise.
		

Calls to Action
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4. Building Resilience Through Exercises

6. Investment with Impact

The day of the ball is not the time to learn how to

Money spent on the wrong service or product, or

dance. Cybersecurity incidents bring financial,

money spent mitigating the wrong risks could result

commercial, legal, compliance, and reputational

in security breaches that cost the organization

risks for any business in addition to the potential

dearly. Organizations must carefully assess where

for large-scale operational disruption; returning to

they will get the best ‘bang for their buck’, and

normal operations quickly is critical. Organizations

invest accordingly in a balanced way: the key to

must prepare for cyberattacks and resulting business

success is a well-constructed cybersecurity strategy

disruption by conducting regular drills at both the

with clear priorities. Spending must be balanced

working and senior executive levels to develop a clear

between people, process and technology with

understanding of roles and responsibilities, create a

careful consideration for prioritization and vendor

robust incident response plan and build resilience.

management ahead of purchasing any solutions.

5. Executive Engagement

Even the best prepared organization can be breached

The average board member or c-suite executive isn’t

and the reverse is also true - the least well-prepared

expected to have an in-depth understanding of the

organization can avoid compromise through luck,

technical nuances of cybersecurity, nor is it necessary,

but only for so long. The consensus among security

but access to expertise is critical. Businesses that

practitioners and subject matter experts is that

carry high levels of cyber risk should consider

compromise is largely inevitable. However, while a

recruiting a board member with cyber expertise or

breach may be unavoidable in the long term, there is

call upon external advisors regularly for guidance.

nothing to say that the impact has to be devastating.

The c-suite should be briefed on risks and progress

Never has the military mantra ‘proper preparation

against the cybersecurity strategy regularly by the

prevents poor performance’ been more true than in

executive with responsibility for security, typically

the domain of cybersecurity.

the chief information security officer.

Calls to Action
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Research Background

This survey was carried out as a follow up to our 2018
‘Cybersecurity Imperative’ study with the intention of
further building the dataset and highlighting emerging
trends. For this report, we collected data from hundreds
more companies via an online survey that included a
subset of questions from the original study.
					
We used a rigorous, mixed-methods research approach
consisting of four elements to conduct the studies:
					
• Cross-industry survey of executives worldwide
(over 1,300 in the 2018 report, over 450 more in this
update report) with insights into their companies’
cybersecurity approaches and results

• Consultation with an advisory board of experts and
practitioners from leading organizations with varied
perspectives on cybersecurity
• In-depth interviews with CISOs and other executives
across industries, as well as with selected cybersecurity
experts
• Return-On-Investment and cost-benefit analysis to
assess and benchmark the impact of cybersecurity
measures on corporate performance
					
Our survey respondents represented companies with
annual revenues starting at $250 million and extending
to over $50 billion in revenue.

Figure 11: Responses by Company Revenue (2018 and 2019 surveys)

2018

2019

30%

20%

10%

0%

$250
million to
$999
million

$1 billion - $2.5 billion - $5 billion - $10 billion - $20 billion $2.4 billion $4.9 billion $9.9 billion $19.9 billion $50 billion

Over $50
billion

Company Revenues
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Responses were gathered from companies across

from North America, Europe and Asia Pacific, but did

the globe to produce a fair reflection of cybersecurity

not gather responses from Latin American countries.

progress. In the 2019 Pulse report we received responses

Figure 12: Survey Response by Region (2019 survey)

Europe
34.6%

Asia Pacific
38.0%

North America
27.4%

Research Background
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To understand how cybersecurity strategies and

cybersecurity practices in their companies or had direct

performance results vary by sector, we surveyed a cross-

knowledge of these activities. A total of 467 responses

section of industries. Respondents consisted of C-level

were gathered and analyzed.

executives and their reports and each was responsible for

Figure 12: Survey Response by Region (2019 survey)
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Industry sector
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Travel, hospitality, and
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To manage this pioneering research project, we brought

executives from the financial, technology, consumer

together a multi-disciplinary team from both ESI

markets, healthcare, legal, and consulting sectors. We

ThoughtLab and WSJ Pro Cybersecurity. To give us the

did not conduct additional interviews for this updated

benefit of their experience, insights into cybersecurity

study.

issues and input on key issues to survey, we assembled
a distinguished panel of executives from a variety of

The authors of this report drew upon the research

companies, associations, and industries.

and analysis conducted by both ESI ThoughtLab and
the Research Partners as well as their own extensive

To gain further insights into cybersecurity risks and best

experience. The content was produced independently

practices, we interviewed a range of cybersecurity experts,

from any third party influence.

practitioners, and technologists. These included senior

Sectors surveyed:
•

Industrial and Heavy Manufacturing
oo

•

Media, Entertainment, Information, Education
oo

Automotive, machinery, construction goods,
chemicals, equipment, aerospace and defence

•

Technology
oo

and cable, music, education, etc.
•

Life Sciences and Healthcare
oo

Hardware, Software, Internet/web, computer
services

•

Energy, Commodities, Environmental Services
oo

•

Travel, Hospitality, and Transportation
oo

Research Background

Pharmaceutical, biotech, medical devices,
hospitals

•

Financial
oo

Utilities, electricity, oil and gas, water, mining,
waste management, etc.

Arts, recreation, print and online publishing, TV

•

Banking, insurance, real estate, investments

Consumer and Retail
oo

Manufacturers of non-durable and durables,

Leisure, distribution, logistics, transportation

providers of consumer services, retailers,

services, tourism, etc.

wholesalers, etc.
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Research Partners

If you would like to contribute to future Cybersecurity Imperative studies please send an email to
LCeli@esithoughtlab.com with the subject line ‘Cybersecurity Imperative Research Participant’
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